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COMMENTS:
Memorandum

TO: SAC, LITTLE ROCK (137-1424) (P)
FROM: SA JAMES G. WINTERS
DATE: 11/3/66

SUBJECT: WILBERT STANLEY JARROW

Dates of Contact
10/25/66

Titles and File #'s on which contacted
ROBERT CABLETON, SNCC 100-3506
WILLIE and ODESSA CHARLESTON 93-328

Purpose and results of contact

NEGATIVE

POSITIVE

100-3506 JARROW advised that CABLETON has not contacted him since the last contact which he had reported to the FBI. He advised that CABLETON does not appear to be active in the Negro community in McGehee, Arkansas.

93-328 JARROW advised that WILLIE and ODESSA CHARLESTON are no longer married. He advised that ODESSA CHARLESTON has remarried a preacher and has moved to California. WILLIE CHARLESTON is still residing in McGehee.

JARROW was advised of some of the jurisdiction of the FBI in criminal matters (Fugitives; ITSMV; WSTA; ITSP) and, advised that relationship with the FBI is confidential.

Informant certified that he has furnished all information obtained by him since last contact. Rating Coverage

Good General
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